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Abstract

The ablation treatment for the atrial fibrillation extends to the persistent atrial fibrillation now. However, the cure rate of persistent atrial fibrillation by Radiofrequency Ablation is lower than paroxysmal atrial fibrillation and we really want to know is the information that what kind of persistent atrial fibrillation ablation therapy is effective for. Therefore, it is wished the predictors of recurrence after the ablation for the persistent atrial fibrillation is confirmed, but does not yet confirm. The cause that is not confirmed seems to be present in many factors including the gene which the atrial fibrillation occurs in and persist, the change of pathology into remodeling according to progression of atrial fibrillation and strategy of the ablation corresponding to them. Left atrium diameter, Duration of atrial fibrillation and Cardiac Function that are involved deeply in atrial muscle and electric remodeling, and Ablation strategy corresponding to them are considered based on the conventional report. It can be stated now, however, that persistent atrial fibrillation patients with some degree (although this “some degree” has not been clearly defined) of enlarged left atrium diameter, prolonged atrial fibrillation duration, or decreased cardiac function may also revert to sinus rhythm with Radiofrequency Ablation, more efficient treatment may be developed in the future and reversion to sinus rhythm may increase the benefit to patients. In summary, RF ablation for persistent AF is currently required with further study of the predictors of recurrence after the ablation for the persistent atrial fibrillation.

Introduction

Basis for Exploring Predictors of Atrial Fibrillation Recurrence after Ablation

When exploring predictors of the recurrence of atrial fibrillation (AF) after ablation for persistent AF, the natural history of AF needs to be understood as the basis of exploration. Most cases of AF occur in the paroxysmal form, which may progress to persistent AF during its course. There are several predictors of the onset of AF. The HATCH score, although this score has not been completely established and is currently being studied in various researches. Nonetheless, it is very likely that there are predictors of progression. Therefore, it is necessary to recognize these underlying predictors (of the onset of paroxysmal AF and of the progression from paroxysmal to persistent AF) when exploring predictors of AF recurrence after ablation for persistent AF (see Table 1). The predictors of AF onset include all risk factors considered in the CHADS score, which is a predictor of stroke onset, and many risk factors for arteriosclerosis and/or ischemic heart diseases. As such, the predictors of AF onset largely overlap the...
aggravating factors of the cardiovascular system. Even in cases where AF can be temporarily controlled with ablation, AF is likely to recur if the factors/diseases mentioned above are not treated. Whether treatment is provided for these factors/diseases after ablation may largely affect the recurrence of AF; however, many of these factors cannot be completely eliminated by treatment. It is therefore necessary to recognize that the predictors of AF onset remain as predictors of AF recurrence after ablation.

“Upstream therapy” with angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs) is a pharmacological treatment option for AF (as opposed to ablation), which has markedly lost its value as a treatment for AF. The root cause of this loss may be its inability to prevent and/or control all the above factors of AF onset.

The difference between medication and ablation is that ablation can directly treat the mechanism of AF onset and is able to radically treat the disease in some cases. Accordingly, the optimal ablation strategy may vary depending on the status of AF to be treated.

In summary, whether the environmental factors (general condition) of the patient treated have improved by ablation constitute the basis of the discussion regarding predictors of AF recurrence after ablation. Only on this basis should the status of patient/AF at the time of ablation and/or the ablation strategies used be evaluated as potential predictors.

### Mechanism of Onset of Atrial Fibrillation and Ablation Strategy

It has been demonstrated that the development of premature atrial contractions (PAC) originating in the pulmonary veins (PVs) and PV tachycardia are closely involved in the onset of paroxysmal AF (PAF) as a trigger. Spiral wave reentry within the atrium has been also demonstrated to be responsible for PAF onset. Atrial remodeling as a structural abnormality of atrial muscle is closely involved in this reentry.

Up on PAF onset, atrial electrical remodeling induces calcium (Ca) overload as phase 1 due to rapid atrial excitement, which leads to shortening of the refractory period. Because the sole symptom is shortening of the refractory period at this point, only the acceleration of left atrial (LA) conduction occurs and structural abnormality of the left atrium that causes spiral wave reentry does not necessarily occur; therefore, it is theoretically considered that PV isolation that inhibits the triggers can sufficiently control AF at this stage of the disease.

The expression of genes including c-fos, c-jun, and Kv1.5 due to intracellular Ca overload occurs in phase 2 of action potential. Above all, increased levels of Kv1.5 mRNA and Kv1.5 protein shorten atrial action potential duration. This is a synergistic effect of atrial muscle stretch and rapid stimulation of the atrium. Increased intracellular Ca via the L-type Ca channel and induced calmodulin and calmodulin kinase II are involved in both of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.no</th>
<th>EF(%)</th>
<th>LAD(mm)</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Single(%)</th>
<th>Multi(%)</th>
<th>Mean Change in EF</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>PV1 plus</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.16</td>
<td>EF, PV Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>PV1 plus</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.13</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>PV1 plus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.02</td>
<td>LA size&gt;50 mm, not EF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>PV1 plus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.09</td>
<td>duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CFAE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.08</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>PV1 plus</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.10</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>PV1 plus</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.11</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Predictors of PAF Onset and Predictors of Progression from PAF to Persistent AF, Left: Predictors of PAF Onset (Modified from Reference 1), Right: Predictors of Progression from PAF to Persistent AF (Modified from Reference 2)
these actions. Shortening of the action potential duration and the refractory period vary in degree from one site to another in the atrium, leading to increased variability of the atrial refractory period. At this stage of the disease, the structure prone to cause reentry is formed. Therefore, it is considered that, at this stage, AF cannot be controlled only by PV isolation for trigger prevention and that linear ablation for LA conduction blocking is required to maintain/control AF.

Subsequently, the expression levels of ion channels, including sodium channel, calcium channel, and transient outward potassium channel, decrease in phase resulting in so-called atrial remodeling. It is presumed that, at this stage of disease, the quantitative decrease in ion channels reduces the effectiveness of AF prevention of channel blockers targeting ion channels and results in progression to persistent AF. The shallow resting membrane potential of the left atrium at this stage of disease makes abnormal stimulation (i.e., trigger for AF) prone to occur from various sites of the atrium, including those suggesting the involvement of the autonomic nerve (e.g., complex fractionated atrial electrograms [CFAE]) in a manner similar to increased automaticity. In addition, the variability of the atrial refractory period becomes highly enhanced and the structure which maintains AF is completely formed at this stage. Therefore, the ablation strategy at this stage of disease should employ circumferential PV isolation rather than focal PV isolation alone. Circumferential PV isolation isolates the sources of abnormal stimulation (trigger) within the left atrium at the same time as PV isolation. Alternatively, other concurrent ablations, such as CFAE ablation, should be used. In addition, electrical isolation by linear ablation in the left atrium may be required to correct the structure maintaining AF.

Recently, many single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) contributing to AF onset have been identified in genetic studies of AF. These SNPs include one SNP with a strong correlation with AF, Pitx2, and several other SNPs that are weakly correlated with AF. It has been reported that Pitx2 affects the myocardial sleeve, which is a trigger of AF onset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validated risk factors, concomitant cardiovascular conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valvular heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary artery disease (MI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less validated risk factors and risk markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity/BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood pressure/ pulse pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep apnoea syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subclinical hyperthyroidism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption (often excessive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive or athlete-level endurance sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murmur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomarkers haemodynamic stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANP&gt;BNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomarkers of inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C-reactive protein, IL6, TNF-α a.o.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newer, less established risk factors or markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth weight &gt;4Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomarkers of cardiac damage (cardiac troponin T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-clinical atherosclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological determinants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Predictors of PAF onset and Predictors of Progression from PAF to Persistent AF, **Left**: Predictors of PAF Onset (Modified from Reference 1), **Right**: Predictors of Progression from PAF to Persistent AF (Modified from Reference 2)
(i.e., PAC originating in PV), while other weakly correlated SNPs affect the AF-maintaining mechanism such as remodeling (see Figure 2).\textsuperscript{13}

When persistent AF reaches phase 3 where genetic factors are also involved, radical cure of the disease is likely to be impossible even with all available ablation techniques (stepwise approach). This assumption is a limitation of ablation for persistent AF and is supported by all previous reports on ablation for persistent AF, in which the success rate of the procedure never achieved 100%.

**Evolution of Ablation Strategies**

In 1998, Haïssaguerre et al.\textsuperscript{14} noted frequent action potentials in the PVs and reported that these potentials trigger the onset of PAF. Since then, electrical isolation of PV (PV isolation) has been performed as a radiofrequency (RF) ablation technique for PAF with the hope of preventing the conduction of pulmonary vein activation in the left atrium where it may serve as a trigger of PAF. The initial PV isolation was a focal or segmental isolation technique which isolates each of four PVs using the potentials traveling from the PVs to the left atrium as a guide. In 2001, Pappone et al.\textsuperscript{15} reported circumferential PV isolation, which simultaneously isolates all four PVs (left superior, left inferior, right superior, right inferior). This approach had been made feasible by the use of a 3D-mapping system enabling anatomical RF ablation as well as confirmation of whether electrical isolation has been successfully completed. It was reported that this new approach provided more favorable results than focal isolation.\textsuperscript{16} Although RF ablation had previously been indicated for PAF only, it has also been performed in patients with persistent AF since 2003. As for RF ablation for persistent AF, linear RF ablation in the left atrium was considered necessary to block conduction within the left atrium in order to prevent LA reentry. Linear RF
ablation of the following sites was therefore performed in addition to PV isolation\textsuperscript{17–19}; the roof of the left atrium (from the superior wall of the orifice of the left superior PV to the superior wall of the orifice of the right superior PV), the region between the mitral annulus and the inferior wall of the orifice of the left inferior PV (mitral isthmus), the region between the mitral annulus and the inferior wall of the orifice of the right inferior PV, and the anterior and posterior mitral annulus. Around the same time, Nademanee et al.\textsuperscript{20} reported, based on LA mapping during AF, that CFAE in the left atrium is a good indicator of RF ablation. Pappone et al. found, during circumferential PV isolation, a site where RF ablation had induced a decrease in blood pressure and caused atrioventricular block. They focused on the lower AF recurrence rate in these cases, judged that this site is the vagal nerve on the basis of its autonomic mechanism, analyzed the autonomic mechanism, and reported that, if the vagal nerve is blocked and isolated by RF ablation, the AF recurrence rate is lowered.\textsuperscript{21} Later, Lemery et al. defined a site at which high-frequency, high-power stimulation provided during AF prolongs the R-R interval by ≥50%, increases blood pressure by ≥20 mmHg, and causes distress in anesthetized patients as ganglionated plexuses (GP), and reported that RF ablation of this site lowers the AF recurrence rate.\textsuperscript{22} In light of the mechanism of AF onset, ablation strategies have shifted toward targeting AFs occurring in atrial muscles with more progressed remodeling, in other words, persistent AF. However, a recent study\textsuperscript{23} reported that segmental ablation alone rather than with additional linear ablation reduces complications originating from the left atrium (e.g., tachycardia) in the case of initial ablation for PAF patients with less progressed remodeling. Another report\textsuperscript{24} indicated that not all CFAEs may be responsible for AF maintenance. Although CFAE is considered responsible for AF maintenance through autonomic innervation, it is

\textbf{Figure 3:} \textbf{Upper panel:} Clinical success of various ablation techniques for persistent/long-standing persistent atrial fibrillation, \textbf{Lower panel:} Success rate of ablation for persistent AF and predictors in patients with low cardiac function.
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\caption{Upper panel: Clinical success of various ablation techniques for persistent/long-standing persistent atrial fibrillation, Lower panel: Success rate of ablation for persistent AF and predictors in patients with low cardiac function.}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Legend:} \textbf{Upper panel:} Rates are shown for single-procedure, drug-free success (white), multiple-procedure success (diagonal cross hatch), and antiarrhythmic drug (AAD)--assisted success (dark double hatch). Error bars represent ±1 SD; bars are absent when estimate is based on one study. BOX = posterior wall isolation; CFAE = complex fractionated electrogram ablation; LIN = conventional linear ablation; PVA = pulmonary vein antrum ablation; PVAI = pulmonary vein antrum isolation; PVI = pulmonary vein isolation; STEPWISE = stepwise ablation technique.(Reference 27). \textbf{Lower panel:} single: success rate with a single procedure, Multi: success rate with multiple procedures CFAE = ablation of complex fractionated atrial electrograms; PVI = pulmonary vein isolation; PVI plus = pulmonary vein isolation and substrate modification (CFAE and/or linear ablation); Modified from Reference 31.
also recorded in patients with no history of AF in whom AF was induced by electrical stimulation. As described above, no methodology of RF ablation for AF has yet been established, and ablation strategies may differ by institutions. Nonetheless, as RF ablation for AF is widely performed today, the differences in expertise and methodology between institutions appear to be reducing.

Investigation on Predictors of AF Recurrence

It is difficult to generally define the predictors of AF recurrence due to differences in the situation at the onset of AF, status of AF, and/or ablation strategy. Furthermore, not all reports on ablation for AF have evaluated the predictors of AF recurrence. Therefore, potential predictors of AF recurrence have to be figured out based on the situation at the onset of AF, status of AF, and success rate of each ablation strategy provided in previous reports. Because individual reports include different patient demographics, stages of AF, or ablation strategies, pooling these data may compromise the association between individual aspects of AF and the corresponding ablation strategies.

In fact, multivariable analyses conducted in a previous review article showed that “nonparoxysmal AF may be a clinically useful proxy for a combination of confounded variables, none of which alone is an independent predictor of AF recurrence.” This may be true to some extent. Accordingly, separate evaluations of each potential predictor are required. What is the difference between paroxysmal and persistent AF in the context of determining the predictors of AF recurrence after ablation? Both the predictors of AF onset and the predictors of progression to persistent AF as mentioned above underlie this consideration. Most persistent AF episodes are the consequence of progression from PAF. The pathological difference between these two forms of AF is progression of atrial remodeling. Progression of remodeling may differ by patient due to the complex involvement of environmental and genetic factors. It is widely accepted that the potential indicators of remodeling include the duration of AF, LA diameter, and cardiac function.

Strategy

A review on ablation for persistent AF (of 32 reports published from 1999 to 2009) evaluated the success rate of ablation procedures, mainly by strategies (upper panel of Figure 3). The results of this review can be summarized as follows:

1) The success rate was higher with multi-procedures than with a single procedure, where the difference was especially marked in the case of PV isolation (PVI). When electrical isolation of both the PV and left atrium is performed, temporary conduction block of the heart muscle adjacent to the ablation site may occur, followed by the resumption of conduction over time (so-called myocardial stun). This may be considered the achievement of complete electrical isolation. Due to this phenomenon, AF recurrence is an unpreventable event when a single procedure is employed. The difference between single and multiple procedures was also large with CFAE ablation. CFAE ablation is a topic currently drawing wide attention; however, many aspects of CFAE remain unclear, for example, CFAE itself may be changed by pharmacological denervation, CFAE can also be recorded when AF is intentionally induced in patients with no clinical AF, and whether all CFAEs can be ablated. Hence, further studies are warranted with regard to CFAE. Based on the above, a single procedure without a scheduled multi-procedure is a potential predictor of AF recurrence.

2) In light of the mechanism of onset, atrial remodeling in phase 3 is already established in persistent AF. Based on the mechanism of onset/maintenance of persistent AF, an ablation strategy employing PVI alone is considered a predictor of AF recurrence.

3) Comparison PV antrum ablation (PVA)/PV antrum isolation (PVAI) alone and PVA/PVAI + linear ablation revealed that, despite additional use of linear ablation, the success rate was similar in single procedures and lower with PVA/PVAI + linear ablation in multi-procedures. While some reports have indicated the potential of concurrent linear ablation to cause new onset of arrhythmia, previous reports have stated that it may increase the success rate. Further studies are warranted to better understand the impact of concurrent linear ablation. Multi-procedures achieved better results when box ablation, which includes linear ablation, was performed. This suggests that the target site and degree of linear ablation may affect the success rate.

In the review above, maximum LA diameter was
53 mm ± 6 mm, follow-up period was up to 36 months, and no information was provided regarding cardiac function. This review article discussed reports published by 2009 and the article itself was published in 2010. Today, many institutions use CFEA ablation or linear ablation concurrently rather than PVAI alone and the variability among institutions is less prominent than before.

There is a limitation that strategy-related predictors of AF recurrence can only be assumed based on existing reports. Nonetheless, ablation strategies employing PVI alone and single procedures are considered as strategy-related predictors of AF recurrence. No other strategies showed a clear difference; however, further studies are warranted for CFEA ablation and linear ablation. Although experience of the procedures may also affect recurrence, no criteria are available to determine whether a physician is “experienced”. Since the development of a 3D-mapping system has enabled confirmation of successful completion of isolation, the differences between physicians are now less than before.

### Cardiac Function

Limited studies have evaluated predictors of AF recurrence after ablation for persistent AF in patients with low cardiac function. Heart failure is one of the risk factors considered in the HATCH score, and Chen et al. stated that low cardiac function is a predictor of AF recurrence. In contrast, Nadamanee et al. and De Potter T et al. did not find this to be a predictor (see lower panel of Figure 3). The reason for not considering low cardiac function as a predictor of AF recurrence was the assumption that AF patients with low cardiac function show improvement in cardiac function once they reverted to sinus rhythm, which may reduce the load on the atrium, thereby preventing the recurrence of AF. However, it is reported that cardiac function may not necessary improve after reversion to sinus rhythm, depending on the underlying disease which led to low cardiac function (especially in the case of ischemic cardiac diseases). Furthermore, it is suggested that recurrence of AF may not affect cardiac function in some patients, although the reason is unknown. It appears that whether AF depresses cardiac function depends on the underlying disease which led to low cardiac function, although further studies are warranted to confirm this assumption. It is believed that low cardiac function is not a predictor of AF recurrence in persistent AF patients with low cardiac function who have reverted to sinus rhythm and shown improved cardiac function, because these patients no longer have low cardiac function. Meanwhile, low cardiac function may be a predictor of AF recurrence in patients showing no improvement in cardiac function after reversion to sinus rhythm. With regard to cardiac function-related predictors of AF recurrence, new findings would probably be obtained by evaluating “no worsening/change in cardiac function after ablation” as a potential predictor of AF recurrence rather than “low cardiac function.”

### Left Atrium Diameter

Although LA diameter is not a risk factor considered in the HATCH score, Suzuki et al. reported that the frequency of progression to persistent AF increases by 1.84-fold for each 10-mm enlargement of LA diameter. McCready et al. indicated that LA diameter is a predictor of whether ablation for persistent AF will succeed with a single attempt and specified the criterion for successful ablation as <43 mm. O’Neill et al. reported that both LA diameter and duration of AF are predictors of AF recurrence (mean LA diameter of patients 47 mm ± 9 mm). In contrast, Takahashi et al. (mean LA diameter of patients 44 mm ± 5 mm) and Tilz et al. (mean LA diameter of patients 49 mm ± 6 mm) reported that duration of AF alone is a predictor of AF recurrence and that LA diameter is not. It is doubtful whether a few millimeters of difference in LA diameter impact AF recurrence. Echocardiography is used to determine LA diameter. Because the accuracy of measurement depends on the experience of surgeons, an error of a few millimeters is most likely to be observed no matter how experienced the surgeon. In addition, although LA diameter of <40 mm is currently considered normal, heart size naturally varies according to body size. Left atrial diameter of 40 mm in small and large individuals may not have the same implications. Taking these matters into consideration, it cannot be stated, for example, that LA diameter of ≥45 mm is a predictor and <45 mm is not. Brooks et al. defined, probably based on their experience, the cut-off value for LA diameter as 55 mm; how-
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ever, there are few reports on excessively enlarged LA diameters. Heist et al. reported LA diameter as a predictor of successful ablation for persistent AF (p = 0.002) although no numerical evaluation was provided (mean LA diameter of patients 45 mm ± 7.7 mm). At this time, the result of Heist et al. appears to be true, and LA diameter may be a potential predictor of AF recurrence. No numerical criteria, however, can be provided at present. A method to accurately indicate the actual progress of LA remodeling has not been established. Left atrial diameter is only a factor representing LA remodeling and is not a definite methodology. Indicators for LA remodeling need to be developed in the future. Whether LA diameter shows a decrease, no change, or an increase after ablation may predict the recurrence of AF to some extent. Note that predictors of ablation failure and predictors of AF recurrence were considered as synonyms based on a report indicating the correlation between the success rate of ablation and the recurrence rate of AF.

### Duration of Atrial Fibrillation

Many studies have reported the duration of AF as a predictor of AF recurrence, while some other studies reported that it was not. Duration of AF varied among the studies, ranging from one to ten years. It is theoretically considered that the longer the AF duration, the more atrial remodeling progresses; however, the degree of progression varies from patient to patient due to the involvement of genetic factors. The controversy regarding AF duration as a predictor may be partially attributable to the fact that AF duration is not proportional to the degree of progression. Initially after the onset of AF, P-wave peaks are high and the AF cycle is long. As AF progresses to the persistent form, P-wave peaks decrease, AF cycle shortens, and eventually even detection of the P-wave is often difficult. Heist et al. reported the AF cycle as a predictor of AF recurrence (p < 0.001) based on the measurement of AF cycle length, although no numerical results were provided and no correlation with AF duration was assessed. Although the duration of AF may be one of the predictors of atrial remodeling, there may be too many confounding factors to consider this as an independent indicator.

### Discussion

Our interest is focused on the diagnostic criteria to determine patients with persistent AF in whom ablation can be performed with minimum risk and achieve the most benefit; however, no definitions have been established regarding how many years sinus rhythm should be maintained after ablation to be considered as “no recurrence.” Complications of ablation, which are not uncommon, and cost effectiveness should also be considered. Per European guidelines, RF ablation for persistent AF patients with low cardiac function complicated with cardiac failure is not categorized as Class I treatment. The reason for this classification is likely to be the difficulty associated with RF ablation in AF patients with low cardiac function and the high occurrence of complications due to RF ablation. Furthermore, the cost of two ablations for persistent AF is equivalent to 45.3 years of the most expensive drug treatment and 63.9 years of the most inexpensive drug treatment.

In this article, the most probable potential predictors of AF recurrence, namely, ablation strategy, LA diameter, low cardiac function, and AF duration have been assessed in the context of a discussion on the predictors of AF recurrence after ablation for persistent AF. None of these might be an independent predictor. These potential predictors do not serve as independent predictors even in the case of PAF, except for those caused by factors which can be eliminated with PVI and can be radically cured. In many reports, excessively enlarged LA diameter and persistent AF lasting several decades are excluded from the concept of atrial remodeling. Only in the hope of improving cardiac function through reversion to sinus rhythm, is ablation performed in persistent AF patients with low cardiac function. It can be stated now, however, that 1) persistent AF patients with some degree (although this “some degree” has not been clearly defined) of enlarged LA diameter, prolonged AF duration, or decreased cardiac function may also revert to sinus rhythm with RF ablation; 2) more efficient treatment may be developed in the future; and 3) reversion to sinus rhythm may increase the benefit to patients. In summary, RF ablation for persistent AF is currently required; thus, evaluation of predictors of AF recurrence after RF ablation for persistent AF.
has great significance.

**Conclusions**

Predictors of AF onset and progression to persistent AF are the basis of predictors of AF recurrence after RF ablation for persistent AF.

The difference between paroxysmal and persistent AFs includes the ablation strategy and progression of atrial remodeling. Left atrial diameter, low cardiac function, and AF duration are indicators of remodeling.

As for the ablation strategy, although CFAE ablation and linear ablation remain to be studied, treatment approaches have been established to a certain degree and inter-institutional variations in experience and/or expertise appear to be less than before. Currently available reports show that a high recurrence rate is associated with PVI-alone ablation and single procedures.

Left atrial diameter, low cardiac function, and AF duration are indicators of atrial remodeling that do not serve as independent predictors of AF recurrence; however, they can be used as relative predictors. A combination of these predictors may be established as a predictive index of AF recurrence. Future studies are awaited to establish diagnostic criteria for using ablation for persistent AF.
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